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~ 8  Contribution towar3s the a s ~ n g  of Co~ns. 

of vital air. (Vide my .Ph~losol~hy of Medicine, ease xxxivo 
vol. i. p. 497.) This observation is worthy of regard to 

• r - -  " such as are obhged to ha~ e recourse to th~s remedy, as a 
solace during night~ labouring under irremedi~tble disease. 

1~. The sudden death produced by dri1~king of lemonade~ 
when hot by dancing, shows that the oxygen is hastily ab- 
sorbed; and no such effect being produced, if a little spirit 
be added, is a further proof trow these principles (viz. hy- 
drogen and oxygen) ~oatarree each other. 

9. The practice of taking, persons oat who are swoon- 
ing, or in a Crate of  intoxication, into the open air :for 
their recovery, depends upon the supply of oxygen to the 
system, then deficient. 

Sir, I have been more anxious to record such cases, as 
tim accidents by opium are much more frequent than from 
any other means. In the one case above recorded, the lady 
went to d~ffererxt shops and ~ot a small supply from each, 
and then drank off the aggregate. Other poisons are not 
easily procured. I shall conclude in the memorable word~ 
of sir George Brathwaite Boughton "~ : ~ " / f  it can ~e of any 
use in a science which has for its object the ease and happi- 
ness of  mankind, 1shall al~vays look back with pleasure ta 
these-accidents which have affoxded me an opportunity o f  
giving you this detail." 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
ROBERT JOHN ThORNTOn. 

[My next communication, will be the case of a physician 
cured by the inhalation of vital air, every other means h,tv- 
hag previously failed.] 

XLIV.  21 Contribution towards the assaying of  Coins. By 
Professor KLAPROTH.* 

I N  this essay I shall first give an account of the process I 
employed : I shall then exhibit the component parts of the 
coins t examined, and conclude with some observations de- 
duced from my experiments. 

I found by some previous experiments that on the earlier 
Greek coins, besides copl3er , the principal component part, 
I had to direct my attention to tin and lead as essential ad- 
ditions, and to iron and silver as accidental mixtures ; and 
in the Roman coins to a conskierable quantity of zinc. In 

In  a letter written to and published by Dr.  Beddoe~. 
con- 
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Contribution tcward~ ihe ~assaffing of Coins. 257 

~onsequence of these observations I made my doeimastic 
researches in the tbllowint~ manner: 

1st. Aider freeing the coin from its rust, the a~rugo nob~lis~ 
I poured over it in-a phial moderately strong nitric acid, and 
|eft  it to spontaneous solution, lqext day I poured the so- 
lution from the remaining _part of the coin, and, having 
supplied its place by -a rre~w quantity of acid, 'r~peated the 
same process till the: Coin was completely dissolved. 

I f  it contained tin, which was tile case with all fire'Greek 
eoins~ but only with some of the Roman, it remained be- 
hind in the form of a grayish white ealx~ and was collected 
on filtering paper. I n  regard to Roman coins which con- 
tained no fin, its absence was indicated by the perfect clear- 
ness of the nitric solution, i counter-experiment, in which 
I employed a mixture of copper with a quantity of tin ex- 
a.ctly .weighed, showed that lo0 parts of the above ealx of 
tm m~ght be estimated as equal to 71~ parts of metallic iin. 
In order that I might convert the ealx of fin separated from 
the .eoi.n into a met.allie form, I boiled it wi'~h a quantity of 
munaue acid sufficient:for its solution, diluted the solution 
with two parts of water, and immersed in it a rod of zinc, 
by which means the  metallic tin was precipitated. 

But when the solution of copper containing tin was de- 
composed by nitric acid, the ealx of tin was by these means 
~Onn~beiren~duW£~thea gre~.~er ~ioportion of  ox~.gen, :~d thereby 

u e p i b  of olut ion 'n :aicae" . Inthi's 
ease I ibund the dry way more convenient, m~d effeeted the 
revivification of the metal in a well-closed charcoal crucible 
over a strong fire maintained by  a pair of bellows. Of the 
gold supposed to be contained in the earlier amient coins, 
and which must havebeen found as a residuum in the nitric 
solution, I eoutd discover no traces. 

2d. I first examined the nitric solution which contained 
no tin,,to "find whether it contained silver. I ~aixed a por- 
tion of it with a saturated solution of muriate of soda, and 
put into mlother a plate of copper which I had weighed : I, 
however, tbund no certain traces of that metal~ except in a 
coin of the l~Iamertlnes. 

3d. To effect a separation of the lead, I decomposed the 
nitric solution with a saturated solution [of sulphate of soda, 
.collected the sulphate of lead separated from the mixture, 
reduced to a small quantity by evaporation, and either re- 
duced it in a crucible with charred tartar, or e31culated the 
quantity by eounter~xpcriments. According to which, 
lo0  parts of sulphate of lead might be estimated as equal 
to ~o parts of metallic lead. 

VOL. XVII.  No. 67. R I effecte.i 
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~38 Contribution towards t!,e assoyb~g of Coirts. 

I elected the separation of the lead in another manner. 
] distilled the nitric solution in a retort till it was almost 
reduced to a dry mass, softened the mass again with diluted 
sulphuric acid, bv which means the sulpt~ate of lead was 
collected, as a ponderous powder ; after which I reduced it 
to metallic lead. 

4th. The last method afforded me at the same time the 
means of detecting the small quantity of iron contained in 
~ome of these coins, as this metal, when the thickened mass 
was ~oftened by diluted sulphurie add,  remained behind, a~ 
an insoluble calx of iron, along with the sulphate of lead, 
which appeared coloured bv the iron of a yellow ochre co- 

- " I T  ' " u • • _ _  • lout. By &_estlon m munatm at|d, the sul~hate of lead 
was freed from this calx of iron, and the latter was preci- 
pitated from the solution by prussiate of potash or bv caustic 
ammonia. 

5th. Nothing now remained in regard to the Greek coln~ 
but the separation of the copper, which I efl~cted with most 
convenience by precipitating withpolished plates of iron. 
The difficulty which attends the t~rocess of precipitating 
copper in a metallic form from a nitric solution by means 
of iron or zinc, as a part of oxidated metal is thrown do~n 
at the same time, did not occur in this case, as in. the pre-- 
sent solution of copper the nitric acid was combined with 
muriatic and sulphurie salts. 

6th. The Roman coins mav be divided into two kinds, 
the red and the yellow. The'red consists of unmixed cop- 
per, in the examination of which nothing further was to be 
observed ; in the yellow, however, the copper was mixed 
with a considerable quantity of zinc. 

In order to find out a complete and accurate method of" 
separating the zinc I prepared a nitric solution of" three 
parts of copper and one part of zinc, divided it into fbur 
portions, and employ~d it ibr the tbur fbllowing expeK- 
mcnts : 

E.~p. I. I decomposed one porti,~n with sulphate of soda, 
and precipitated the copper from it by iron. after the cop- 
per was separated, I evaporated the solution to a dry ma~s 
and drove off nitric acid from it several tiffles, till the calx 
of iron was perfectly insoluble. I then precipitated the tin 
from the solution freed fi'om the iron byweans  of potash, 
and estimated the quantity by counter-experiments, accord- 
ing to which 1oo parts of calx of tin gave 175 parts of dried, 
or 1'.'3 parts of i~nited, precipitated calx of tin. 

E, rp. lI.  Frorn the second portion I obtained the tin in 
the (ifllowing manner:--~,Vhen the copper was separ~ted 

~.l.l(.l 
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Oontribution towards the assaying , f  Coins, ~59 

and precipitated, as before, by iron, I mixed the solutiort 
to complete saturatiori with caustic ammonia,, which again 
dissol;ced the precipitated calx, and the calf of iron re- 
~ained behind. When the latter hM~been separated, I 
saturated the superabundant ammonia with sulphuric acid, 
and precipitated the calx of tin by mild potash. 

/ ~ p .  HI. I employed a shorter process with the third 
tmrtion of the solution containing zinc. I evaporated it to 
dryness, redissotved the mass in dduted sulphuric acid, pre- 
cipitated the copper by a rod of zinc accurately weighed, and 
after its separation, precipitated the dissolved zinc. bymitd 
potash ; and from the quantity of thc.calx of zinc which I, 
Ibund, I deducted that portion which the rod of zinc em- 
ploved fbr the precipitauon had contributed. 

Exp. IV.-In regard to the tburth portion [ endeavoured 
to accomplish what I had in view by the following means : 
I diluted it with four parts of water and poured it into a flat 
dish, the bottom of which was covered.by a thin plate of 
lead. At the end of a few days I Ibund the solution com- 
pletely'decomposed, and the copper precipitated in a me- 
tallic form without being rendered impure by a quantityof 
p.recipitated, metallic calx~ as is commonl.~ the. case, whcn 
zinc and iron are employed for the precipltatmlx of copper 
from pure nitric acid.- After the copper was separated, [ 
reduced the fluid, which was of a straw colour, to a small 
quantity by evaporation, mixed it with a ~aturated solutiort 
of sulphate of soda, separated from it the sulphate of lead 
which was ibrmed, and precipitated the pure zinc by car- 
bonate of potash. Of these four ways of detecting the tin 
contained in the mixture, the last appeared to axle to be th~ 
be.st : I therefore employed it chiefly in my examination of 
COllX$. 

That the calx of zinc which I obtained was actually thal; 
substance I assured myself by mixing it with chkreoal 
powder, putting small plates o( copper along with it in a 
covered crucible and bringing it to a proper degree (ff heat. 
After cooling, I fbund that the copper was colxv~rted into 
brass. 

I dissolved another part in aeetous acida and left the so- 
lution to spontaneous evaporation, by which means the 
acetite of zinc shot into that crystalline form peculiar to it, 
that is to say, tablets of six planes with equal angles. 

The solutions of the Roman c~ins after the separation of 
the zinc, when any of that metal was present, I divided into 
two parts. I employad one of them to examine whethe~ 

R ~ they 
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260 Contrlbution towards the assafing ~f Coins. 

th~y,.contait~ed sitver-or lead, and then to precipitate; the 
copper by iron : the other p~rt t employed in order :to. dis~ 
cover the zinc,. 

The following Greek coins were. ,subjected to analysis 
accordingto the preceding methods, 

I .  Gl t~X COINS raoM MA6~A .GaEClX ~,ND SICII,X r. 
No, 1, A Syraeusan coin of king HierO. On the one 

side the head of a young;man, ornamented~vith a diadem : 
and on the reverse a horseman with a couched lance,  and 
the inscription 'I~p~v0;. The metal had a red colou~ in- 
clining to pale yellow, was exceedin~ly~brittle, and on the 
fracture fine grained'and dhll. Tile c6irt ~eighed 2fi7 grains, 
and consisted of 

Tin 
Iron - 

° - 5 3 3  g r s ,  

- - 2 0  

- - 1 3  

,,, ~ 1 

26.7 

No. 2. A Syracusan coin also. On the oneside the head 
of  Apollo : on the reverse the Delphic tripod, with the.in- 
scription, Xvpax~¢~v. The me~! v'a~ pale yeUow, brittle~ 
on the fracture fine grained and dull. It.weighed 74 gi'ains, 
mid the component parts were : 

Copper - - 61~. grs. 
:Lead - - - 8 
: r i a  - - - 4 ~  

" - L - -  
74 

No. 3. A Neapolitan coin. On the one side a head of 
&poll% ornamented with a laurel crowfi: on the reverse a 
minotaur, crowned by victbry, hoyefing over it. The sub- 
aeriptlon Ne~Tr0X~r~, Ttle metalwas merely pale yellow, 
exceedingly brittle, fine grained, and of a steel gray c61o~r 
on the fracture. It:weighed 78 gfaifis, a-rid contalned 

Copper 
Lead  - - - 17 
Tin 

- 54 grs. 

- 7 

78 

No. 4; A coin of the Centuriplni. On fire orte ~ide a 
head ~f Jupiter T0nan~ with a bushy beard, oma,n.~.--:ed 

wkh 
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Contribution towards the~ssaylng of Coins. ~61 

~,~th a c r o w n  ; o n  the reverse a winged thunderbolt  wi th  
t h e  inscription Kw¢0pt,rt~wr. The  metal-approached a golden 
yellaw eolour~ and was somewhat  tougher than that  o f  the 
preceding coins.  I t  weighed 161 grmm~ and contained 

Copper  
T in  - - 14 
Lead  - - 

No .  5. A coin of  the Brutii .  

142 grs. 

- l : l  

167 

On  the one side a beau-  
tiful bearded head o f  Mars ,  with a he lmet :  on the reverse 
a soldier standing, with the inscription BBE¢~'~wv. The  
metal  was pale ~ellow, br i t t le ,  and fine grained on the 
"fracture. T h e  coin weighed 258 grains~ and consisted of  

Copper  - - - 218 grs.  
Lead - - - e8 
T in  - - - 12 

~b8 

N o .  6. A coin of  the Mamert ines ,  On  the one side a 
beautiful head tff Apollo,  with a laurel c rown : on the re -  
verse a s~ldier sitting, wi th  t he  inscription M¢,~m~wv. The  
:metal was :pale yellow~ somewhat  tough, fine grained on 
the  fracture, dul l  arm reddish gray. - T i m  coin weighed 
195 grains~ and contained 

Copper  - - - 165 grs. 
T in  - - - 15 
Lead - - - 14 
Silver - - - 1 

1 9 5  

As I did not  find any traces of  silver in the rest o f  the 
coins, the small quanti ty found in the above case was 
presenb it is probable, only accidentally. 

I I .  ROMA~I COINS OF THE FIRST CENTURY OF T H E  
EMPIRE.  

1. Copper. 
No.  7. On the one side the head of  Augustus ,  with the 

inscription Divus Augustus Pater ; which shows that  this 
coin was struck after the apotheosis of that prince : on the  
reverse a square altar~ w h h  its steps~ and the subscriptiol~ 

R 3 Providentice, 
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~6~ Contribution towards the assaying of Coins. 

19rovidentive. In  the field the letters usual on the earlier 
Roman copper coins, namelv~ S. C. (Senat~zs consulto). 
The coins weighed 144 grains, and consisted only of copper. 

:No. 8. On- the  one s-ide the  head of Caligula: on the 
reverse a Vesta sitting. The coin weighed 141 grainsj an~ 
consisted also of  pure copper. 

No.  9. On one side the head of Vespasian, with a laurel 
crown : on the reverse a winged Victory, standing on the 
beak of a ship and holding out a laurel crown. The in- 
scription Victoria navalis. It weighed 176 grains~ and was 
merely of  Copper. 

~. Brass. 
No,  lo.  On the one side Castor and Pollux~ under the 

form of two horsemen, with the inscription Ccesar Au,- 
gustus G ermanicus : on the reverse S. C. in the middle, 
with an illegible inscription. The coin was of a brass yel- 
low colour.-  I t  weighed 15o grains~ and consisted of 

Copper - - 119 grs, 
Zinc = - - a 1 

I~0 

No.  I I .  A coin struck in honour of  Nero and Drusus, 
the sons of Germanicus. On the one side a quadriga: on 
the reverse an indistinct figure, either a soldier standing, o r  

a trophy. In  colour and toughness it was similar to the 
preceding. I t  weighed °,33 grains, and contained 

Copper - - - 187 grs. 
Zinc - 46 

£33 

No.  IS. On the one side a head of Tiberius, behind 
which was an oblong impression (Tudula) I ' - -~!"  On 
the reverse a civic crown, with the inscription Ex  S. C. ob 
tires servatos. This coin weighed 3S0 grain% and con- 
sisted of 

Copper - - - ,096 grs. 
Zinc - - - 84L 

380 
= : : =  = 

NO, 
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Contribution towards the assaying of Coins. °.63 

No.  13. Or,. the one side a head of  Vespasian : on the 
reverse a soldier sitting. I t  weighed 360 grains, and con-  
tained 

Copper - - 293 grs. 
Zinc - - - 59 
Lead - - 4 
Tin  - - 3 
I ron - - - I 

360 

NO. 14. On  one side the head of  Trajan : on the reverse 
a sitting figure, which seemed to be a Vesta. I t  weighed 
:18~ grains, and was composed of  

Copper - - - 3.o6 grs. 
Zinc - - - 53 
Tin - - - 3 

382 

No.  15. Another  coin with the head o f  Trajan: and a 
similar figure on the reverse. I t  weighed 365 g r a i ~ ,  aad 
gave 

Col)per - - 294 grs, 
Zinc - - 60 
Tin - - - 11 

= = 

365 

I t  appears from these results that  the Greeks, for their 
early coins, employed in general a mixture of  copper, zinc,  
and lead. On the other hand, that  the Roman coins are 
of  two kinds, one of  which consists only o f  copper, and 
the; other o f  a mixture of  copper and zinc. 

The custom of  mixing copper with zinc may be traced 
back to the remotest pen~ods. I t  is well k n o w n  that the 
oldest nations employed copper in general for their utensils, 
and even for their sharp cuttm~ instruments. But  as cop- 
per, and especmlly when cast, is not  of itself sufficiently 
hard for that purpose, it may be readily conjectured that 
experiments were made at a very early period to c o m m u -  
nicate to it a greater degree of" denseness and hardness by a 
nlixture with other metals, none of  which,  except tin 
alone, were likely to answer the proposed end. Such mix-  
tufts  of  copper and tin were called by the Greeks Z Jrov, 
and by the Romans a~s caldarium, as at presenb accord- 

R 4 ing 
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~6 ~, Contribution towards tire assailing of C-bins, 

in~ to the different uses to which it is applied: for- stalmeg~ 
be~I~, and cannoll~ it is called:bronze, bell metal, and gtm 
metal. 

But as copper, by its mixture with tin becomes denser 
and harder, ac~utres a:greater:speGific gravity, and becomes 
more sonoreus, it is in the  same ]~roportlon-:rendered mor~ 
tcnader and brittle. It consequently ceases to be malleable° 
Pliny, says ~ Catdm'itzm fu'nditur ta~;~um, rnalleis fragile. 
The Gr2.ek coins, therefore,, consisting of such mixed 
metals, do.not seem to have been struck, but to have beert 
casb and the circumstance of thei~ being generally concave 
on one side must be considered as a consequence of the 
contraction or warping occasioned by their cooling. 

Among the mixtures (temporal,a) of" copper mentioned 
by Pliny, there is one in particular, which: he calls aes te- 
nerrimum, which i~ found in the Syracusan coins : it con- 
sists of I0o parts of copper, lO parts of lead (phtm~um 
7zig, rum),, and 5 parts of tin (plumbum argentarium) ; of  
which mixture he says. that it appears with that colour 
which he calls the  Grecian (color Gr6ecanicus).. Under the 
term plumbum nigrum of the Roman writers we must 
understand our lefd. Their plumb~m argentarium, all, u~ 
candidum,, however, is not lead, but the K~o'¢*.~t~0~ of  the 
Greeks, or our tin ; and Pliny clearly means by it tin fused 
from washed ore. The word stannum however occurs i~1 
Pliny, but this word was n(rt. used' by the Romans to denote 
our tin but a mixture of silver and lead,. ~ that substance 
which, in the language of the German miners, is called 
werkble#t, or merely the werk. In re~ard to the Roman 
copper coins, they consisted, as already seen,, either of pure 
copper or of a mixture of copper and zinc,.which was called 
hy ' t im _Romans aTzrichalcum~ or orichalcu,m, and also a~s 
Corinthiacum, and seems to belong to the same class as our 
brass, pinchbeck, similor, &e. Metailic zinc however was 
at that time entirely unknown, and notraces of it are to  be 
tbund before the 13th century, at which time it was men- 
tioned by Albertus Magnus. 

It clearly appears, i~om several passages in antient au- 
thors, that the antients employed a method for preparing 
this mixture of catamine (cadmiafossilis) similar to that 
which we employ ~br the prepa~atio~ of hrass. Festus says 
expressly, cadmia terra aes cor{]icitur,, ut. fiat orichatcum. 

But it is proved, by a passage in Aristotle, that another 

,e Lib. xxxiv,  cap. ~o. 
+ Lead from which the ~il~:cr contained with k in the ore has not  

been ~cparatc'!. E o w ' .  
people, 
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Contribution towards the assaying of Calns. ~tJ 

people, the Mossin~eei, who resided near the Euxine -~ear 
unAerstood and practised this art beforg the Greeks or the 
Romans. That author, in his work De Mirabilibus Aus- 
cultationibus, Paris 1619, says, .des Mossin~eazra (Mow- 
¢~o~xov Z~axov) splendidiore candore eminere feru~t, nor~ 
adjecto stanno sed terra quadam i~tic nascente ~im~l in coc- 
turn. Atque ejus adtemperaturoe primum inven#orem celata 
arte, neminem docuisse, et proinde priorum te~rq~orum ¢era- 
menta iis in locis posterioribus ~onge proestantiora depre- 
]l~?lsa. 

Philologists seem entirely to have overlooked this passage,, 
from which the etymology of the German word messing, or 
more properly, as it was tbrmerly written, moe~sing, which 
signifies brass, may be clearly and simply deduced. It is 
in'proper to derive it from mischen or maischen, to mix, for 
the antients had no idea of" mixture in the preparation of" 
this metal  They did not know that a metallic substanee 
is actually mixed with the copper, for they supposed that 
the ealamine only possessed a secret property, by which it 
communicated to copper a golden yellow colour *. The 
terms latun (laton, laiton), deduced from the Arabs~ an~ 
introduced into some of the languages o£ the western part 
of Europe, are of later origin. 

It appears from the above passage of" Aristotle, that the 
art of converting copper into auriehalcum, by mean~ of  
calamine, was at first kept a secret; but it seems to have 
become more eommon abom the time of the Roman em- 
pire. But the cause of this new alloy of eopper, at~er it 

-as made generally known, being mixed with tin and lead, 
mad used in preierenee for coins, no doubt was its gold 
colon.r, which excelled that of the pale yellow aurichal~e~, 
and its tou_~hness and malleability, arising from tb ,  mix- 
ture of calamine, which renderecl it fit to be struck into 
coins, whereas the old mixtures with tin could oxfly be 
ca.~t. 

\~hen  I placed Corinthian ~brass in the same class a~ 
auriehaleum, this arrangement is in contradiction to th~ 
opinion that this metal was produced from the fused metal 
of the gold, silver, and copper statues, and other articles 
ibrmed into one mass when the city of" Corinth was taken 

'~ I have since found that I am not the first person who has give,~ 
this etymology of the word messing; for Mathesius says : T h e  Latilx 
Bible retains Auricbab'um, that is, messing (brass), which word is cer- 
tainly derived from kl~e name of tb.~ people c'alled Mes,~ono¢ci, mentioned 
by Ari~tot1,e. 

1 and 
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~66 Contribution towards the assaying of Coins. 

and destroyed by Lucius Mummius. It is however possibIe 
a similar metallic mixture may have been accidentally pro- 
duced during the conflagration of that rich city, but no 
proof of this has ever been fbund lay actual examination. 
I t  appears rather from Pliny~ that the expression cos (7o- 
rinthium was a term of art applied to a metallic mixture in 
high estimation among the Romans, and which, in conse- 
quence of a more careful choice in the ingredients, and 
more exactness in the proportions, may have been different 
from aurichalcum. But if" the opinion of antiquaries, that 
the coins struck in the time of Tiberius of a gold eolour 
were of real Corinthian brass be well fbunded, the mixture 
has now been determined by assaying *. 

In regard to the small quantity" of tin and lead contained 
in the coins ~" Vespasian and Trajan in mixture with the 
zinc, the addition of these does not appear to have been 
rule. What  Pliny says of tile metal destined for statues 
and tablets, that a third part of old copper was added to it, 
was in all probability the case also in corns1 and the mass 
must there~bre have been different according to the different 
nature of the fragments of copper employed for the mix- 
ture. 

My researches in regard to the metallic mixture of the 
antient coins was confined to a small number, and there- 
fore are not sufficient to admit of general conclusions to be 
drawn from them respecting the eoius of every nation at 
different periods~ and according to the different" changes in 
the mixtures. For this purpose a much greater number of 
doeimastie experiments would be necessary. 

They are, however, sufficient to excite doubts in regard to 
the abundance of gold aud silver which are supposed by 
some to be contained in the antient coins, and to show that 
the hardness of the Greek coins, and of various edged 
and sharp-pointed instruments of the antients, cannot be 
a~cribed either to any art now lost, nor to a supposed addi- 
tion of arsenic or iron~ but merely to a mixture of tin t -  

XLV. On 
In  order that I might observe the real colour and appearance which  

these coins had whet~ f~rst s~:rnck, I caused two of them to be s truck 
anew. T h e  first, which was a coin of Tiberius,  with a Ceres in a sit- 
t ing posture on the reverse, was fused, and then rolled flat, and struck 
into a coin. T h e  other with the head of Vespasian, and on the reverse 
a sitting figure, with  the inscription .~oma, was only smoothed, and 
then struck anew. I then caused some artificial imitations of Corinthiau 
brass to be struck also, that I might  compare them with these antien~ 
coins. 

J" T h e  latest chemical analysis of  current  co~I~ with which I am ac-  
quainted 
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